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ABSTRACT─ This paper is to describe the knowledge based ontologies with object oriented models in 

object oriented software engineering. Ontology itself known as the knowledge base foundation concept and 

closely related to the object oriented software Design because ontologies are closely related to modern 

object-oriented software design. There are more effective and efficient quality software for providing the 

maintainability and these maintainability software systems based on the status of some code, which shows 

high co-relation between automated model and evaluation. 

 

This paper provides the review on the previous papers and described some maintainability models for better 

standards in maintainability. ontologies means to provide a knowledge base domain for resource data 

framework used in object oriented software system and also describe the use of ontologies, object modeling 

and ontology modeling. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are various object-oriented paradigms in the frame work for the software. Maintainability is the way 

through which we can modification of an object-oriented software product to overcome their performance 

and attributes to adapt the product in a modified environment and maintainability is the strict engineering 

mostly used to bug fixing. The object oriented paradigm is the framework in software engineering, 

influencing all effort in information science. It is one of the main objectives of the software engineering 

discipline [18]. Object models are different from other modeling techniques because they have merged the 

concept of variables and abstract data types into an abstract variable type: an object. Objects have identity, 

state, and behavior and object models are built out of systems of these objects. To make object modeling 

easier, there are concepts of type, inheritance, association, and possibly class [1]. Ontology is well known as 

description of declaration and abstract way the domain information of the application, it involved with 

vocabulary and how to constrain the use of the data [6] And this maturing standards and tools can be used for 

ontology modeling [1]. 

 

DEFINITION 

Object model is the mechanism of object-oriented paradigm, which is used for software engineering. In 

particular, the general software engineering principle of parting of concerns combined with object-oriented 

modeling characteristics has turned out to be very useful. The basic idea of object-orientation is the 

consequent application of the abstract data type concept, combining data and functionality. The abstract data 

type concept is applied in the context of the architecture of any object-oriented model. artificial intelligence 

(AI) arena has been focused on knowledge modeling. The term ontology is used to refer to “an explicit 

specification of a conceptualization [of a domain] is mentioned by Tom Gruber which we are already 

familiar with for quite sometimes. In other words, ontology refers to a formalization of the knowledge in the 

domain. Ontology is the concept which is separately identified by domain users, and used in a self contained 

way to communicate information. Combination of concept is the knowledge base or knowledge network. 

Some of the reasons why someone want to develop an ontology are to share common understanding of the 

structure of information among people or software agents, to enable reuse of domain knowledge, to make 
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domain assumptions explicit, to separate domain knowledge from the operational knowledge, to analyze 

domain knowledge [19] 

 

MODELING  

A. Object Modeling: The object-oriented model is based on a collection of objects. An object contains 

values stored in instance variables within the object. Thus objects contain objects to an arbitrarily deep level 

of nesting. Attributes/properties: objects will have at least one attribute. Possible slot types are primitive 

types (integer, boolean, string etc.), references to other objects (modeling relationships) and sets of values of 

these types. An object also contains bodies of code that operate on the object. These bodies of code are called 

methods. Method/Operations: They are attached to classes or slots and contain meta information, such as 

comments, constraints and default values. Relationship/relations: they represent the relation between 

objects/classes from object model (KB). Major classes of relations exist: relations combining labels (the 

name we tend to give to things) and concepts (the things themselves) and concepts and relations combining 

concepts (the part-whole relation)[13]. Objects that contain the same types of values and the same methods 

are grouped into classes. A class may be viewed as a type definition for objects. Analogy: the programming 

language concept of an abstract data type. The only way in which one object can access the data of another 

object is by invoking the method of that other object. This is called sending a message to the object. Internal 

parts of the object, the instance variables and method code, are not visible externally or some researchers 

called it as black box. The following Fig.1 shows a simple Banking System object Model, containing classes 

for Head-Office, Branch, Accounts held at that Branch, and the Customers who the Accounts belong to. 

Object/Class represent the tangible things. For example, an object representing a bank account. The object 

contains instance variables number and balance. The object contains a method pay-interest which adds 

interest to the balance. Under most data models, changing the interest rate entails changing code in 

application programs. In the object oriented model, this only entails a change within the pay interest method 

[10]. In commonly-known object-oriented data models attributes and associations are not defined with the 

class specification itself [14]. Instead, class properties are first-class primitive themselves [12]. One approach 

for implementing objects is to have a class, which defines the implementation for multiple objects. A class 

defines what types the objects will implement, how to perform the behavior required for the interface and 

how to remember state information. Each object will then only need to remember its individual state. 

Although using classes is by far the most common object approach, it is not the only approach (using 

prototypes is another approach) and is really peripheral to the core concepts of object-oriented modeling 

[19]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Example of banking system object oriented model 
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Unified Modeling Languages (UML) is well known and widely used object modeling that consist of 

concepts /entitypes/classes in a specification hierarchy, the description of concepts by attributes which have 

range and relationship between concepts. UML defines several types of diagram that can be used to model 

the static and dynamic behaviors of a system. A UML object diagram does not define a standard set of 

primitive types for attributes and operation declarations; however, Object Constraint Languages (OCL) does 

and it is proposed that these be used for ontology modeling with UML Model an ontology as a static model 

consisting of a class diagram to depict the classes in the domain and their relationships, an object diagram to 

show particular named instances of those classes. Conceptual (or Ontology) modeling deals with the question 

on how to describe in a declarative and abstract way the domain information of an application, its relevant 

vocabulary, and how to constrain the use of the data. Modeling languages like UML and Object Data 

Management Group (ODMG) have been developed for object oriented models in software engineering. 

Common to all of these newer models is the arrangement of concepts/entity types/classes in a specialization 

hierarchy, the description of concepts by attributes which have ranges and relationships between concepts. 

Concepts, relationship types and attributes abstract from concrete objects or values and thus describe the 

schema (the ontology). On the other hand concrete objects populate the concepts, concrete values instantiate 

the attributes of these objects and concrete relations instantiate relationships [10]  

 

ONTOLOGIES MODELING 
Ontology is a formal explicit description of concepts in a domain of discourse (classes/concepts). 

Slots/properties/roles Properties of each concept describing various features and attributes of the concept. 

And a facts/role restriction means restrictions on slots. Ontology together with a set of individual instances of 

classes constitutes a knowledge base. In reality, there is a fine line where the ontology ends and the 

knowledge base begins. Classes are the focus of most ontologies. Classes describe concepts in the domain 

[19]. For example, a class of banking accounts represents all accounts. Specific accounts are instances of this 

class. The own account (e.g. Waralak account) is an instance of the class of accounts. A class can have 

subclasses that represent concepts that are more specific than the super class. For example, we can divide the 

class of all accounts into saving accounts, and checking accounts. Slots describe properties of classes and 

instances: Saving Account has a specific requirement; it is opened by the bank branch. We have slots 

describing the account in this example: the slot branch with the value New York Fifth Avenue branch. At the 

class level, we can say that instances of the class Account will have slots describing their account number, 

name, address, the branch of the account and so on. All instances of the class account, and its subclass 

Saving, have a slot branch the value of which is an instance of the class Branch. All instances of the class 

Branch have a slot open that refers to all the accounts (instances of the class Account and its subclasses) that 

the branch opens an account for a particular customer. Relation Of Ontologies With Maintainability In 

Object-Oriented System The software engineering contribution in object-oriented created a SWOOP 

ontology editor[29] whose debugging features were instrumental in locating logical inconsistencies and 

repairing them. At the time of maintainability there are some meta-data object oriented system is defined 

explicitly, then to remove all the data discrepancy from Resource development framework (RDF). We use 

approach ontologies, through which we can illuminated gaps in our knowledge of the way some object-

oriented programming languages were structured. It has been identified as common reasons to use an 

ontological approach [23]. The term “object-oriented class” is used to disambiguate like a class from the 

OWL class, which can define the context to be clear and relationship captured object-oriented class may 

implement an interface, extend a super class, contain methods. 

 

CONCLUSIONS: 

Object technology supports the ability to build applications by selecting and assembling objects from 

libraries. If a developer must create a missing object to meet the application's requirements, that new object 

may be placed in a library for reuse in future applications. For many simple systems, the developer may use 

the available objects to form the entire application instead of writing code. More complex development 
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efforts require the developer to modify the objects to meet specific requirements. Ontologies are promised to 

bright future. In this paper we propose that as ontologies are closely related to modern object-oriented 

software engineering, it is natural to adapt existing object oriented software development methodologies for 

the task of ontology development. This is some part of similarity between descriptive ontologies and 

database schemas, conceptual data models in object oriented are good applicant for ontology modeling, 

however; the difference between constructs in object models and in current ontology proposals which are 

object structure, object identity, generalization hierarchy, defined constructs, views, and derivations. We can 

view ontology design as an extension of logical database design, which mean that the training object data 

modelers could be a promising approach. An ontology use the equivalent of database schema But ontology 

represent a much more richer information model than normal database schema, and also a richer information 

model compared to UML class/object model. 

 

Ontology is not meant to replace various software technologies in the procedural computation category, such 

as Java, SQL, data mining, statistics, etc. Instead, ontology brings most value when it is used in combination 

with such procedural technologies. For example, ontology cannot replace data-mining algorithms based on 

pattern matching or statistical techniques. However, it can help make data-mining procedures more efficient, 

adaptive, and smart by externalizing and organizing domain knowledge the data mining algorithms use in 

ontological models. For another example, ontology cannot replace software-engineering technology using 

object-oriented analysis and modeling. However, it can help software-engineering tools validate the 

generated models by externalizing and organizing metadata of the models in ontological models. For yet 

another example, ontology is not meant to replace database technology for storing large-scale data sets. 

However, it can be used with databases to provide a conceptual view of various data sources scattered in a 

number of databases with an ontological model, and virtually integrate (federate) the data sources without 

replicating data instances 
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